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About This Game

FourChords Guitar Karaoke

FourChords makes it easy and fun to learn how to play several hundreds of hit songs with your guitar. More songs are added
frequently to make FourChords the best chord-based interactive songbook for guitar players of all skill levels -- from one-finger-

beginners to guitar slingers.

Karaoke style display with lyrics and customizable backing tracks do everything but play your guitar for you. JustinGuitar
instructional videos are available for quickly learning the Basic Chords.

Beginning Players: If you are playing guitar for the first time, FourChords gets you playing with your favorite songs
quickly with one-string and 3-string play options -- developed in close cooperation with experienced guitar teachers. 11
easy chords is all you need to play every single song in the FourChords extensive songbook. You can find support
material such as a “Step by step guide to your first song,” “How to read chord charts,” and “How to tune” guides in the
Community Hub.

Intermediate Players: The Basic Chords play option is perfect for you! The carefully chosen combination of 11 open and
barre chords covers the whole songbook. All songs have been rearranged by expert musicians into simplified versions
which are easier to master. If you want to nail a song from start to finish as fast as possible, then you need not look any
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further.

Advanced Players: Most songs in FourChords include the Pro Chords option. You’ll get more chord variations with
additional 73 chords. Pro Chords are the secret that more advanced guitarists use to spice up the songs. Check the
difference between Basic Chords and Pro Chords on Oasis’ “Wonderwall,” and you’ll see what we mean!

FourChords is perfect for both acoustic and electric guitars. Since we don’t track how accurately you play, there are no extra
cables or other gadgets needed. Just fire up FourChords, grab your guitar -- and start rocking out!

Key Features

Enjoy 150+ hit songs from the get-go with the included Starter Pack (100 individual songs within the game itself plus 5
free DLC song packs)

Expand your repertoire with several hundred additional songs available as downloadable content

Track your progress with experience points (XP awarded after you play each song)

With FourChords’ Instant Play Method, you don't need to know anything about tabs or sheet music. Most songs include tutorial
videos and chord demos:

Simplified chords are arranged by professional guitarists: The whole songbook can be played with 11 chords -- and
individual songs can be played with four simple chords

Tempo and transposition adjustments can be made to each song

Backing tracks and lyrics can also be adjusted

Karaoke-style display makes it easy to sing along

Training available through chord tutorials by the world´s best guitar teacher, Justin Sandercoe from JustinGuitar (Basic
Chords)

Strum Instructor shows a suitable strumming pattern for each song

Starter Package Content

Pop - Taylor Swift, Katy Perry, Adele, Justin Bieber, One Direction, and more

Rock - Imagine Dragons, Green Day, Fall Out Boy, The Black Keys, Shinedown, and more

Classic Rock - REO Speedwagon, Oasis, ZZ Top, Dire Straits, Pearl Jam, and more

Country - Carrie Underwood, Thomas Rhett, Blake Shelton, Tim McGraw, Kelsea Ballerini, and more

The complete list of the songs included in the starter pack is visible in the Community Hub of FourChords. New songs are
added to FourChords regularly!
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I was very surprised by the "Game/App" Well worth the money and I am glad I bought it. I am a novice and used Rocksmith
mainly. This is an easy way to just strum. Nice to see a few songs I am surprised I am able to play.I am well happy I bought this
"Game" / "App" Nice Job.. If you have ANY taste in music, and are anything above entry level in guitar DO NOT PURCHASE.
Its SOME of the most popular songs over the last 4 years, stuff you hear 3 times a day on your local FM pop station. All the
songs ARE 4 chords (basic open\/minor chords) and offers an intermediate player Nothing in terms of skill.

I DO reccomend this to beginners who like pop music from the last couple years... but for most guitar players looking for
something to gain, save the money, go to the local music shop, AND BUY A TAB BOOK :). Im about 3 months into learning
guitar having started with Justins videos. I have been following all the steps but struggled to put it all together. I decided to give
this a go and have really been enjoying it for its simplicity. I have found that this has really helped move forward in the short
amount of time Ive put into it as it helps me learn:
- to force the chord changes
- timing
- strumming patterns

I would like to see more acoustic friendly songs from the likes of Bowie, Creedance etc over the pop stuff, but thats just a
personal preference, either way there is plenty in there to help develop rythm guitar skills.

. I am a beginner and this is awesome!!!

Fun easy way to learn guitar.. updated DEC 2016 waaaaaaaay over priced for extra songs ;-(
Added strum traner Nice .

Its fun but I am not a beginner.
Runs great and stays in time :thumsup:
Its not bad but not really a learning thing its just what it says it is karaoke.
The stumming thing takes you to Justinguitar for his lessons on strumming in the APP but goes nowhere here right now.
Yea. Justin

Would be worth the price if you got to pick the the 100 songs from their 1500 +song bank in the app.
I could not find how much or where to get additional songs from.
If I could pick my own 100 starting song book I would pay 20$ for this.
They do a good job explaining the APP in their"About this game"
But its Just an app despite being able to use it on you PC
But hey Justin Recomends it so who am I ;-)

Till the Pricing thing is sorted out.and made available.
I really cant recommend it right now.
Was gonna refund But ill keep it and see where it go's
Just because Justin has gave a lot to the guitar and music community

I got no answer from the DEV on pricing.
I played the android free version it is the same but you get no free songs and is 35.00 a year at 40% off right now or 4.99 a mo.
kinda steep IMO. So lets hope they dont go that way
There is no real instraments or sounds all electronically generated.<Not a. alot of people complain about the songs not sounding
the same and so on,but I dont reaaly care,I just like playing along with the drums and base and so on.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g65U_XdsSU4
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you make it what you want.I want to have fun,and I do.. This game is good if you want to practice strumming and chord
changes. If you are new to the guitar you can learn chords through Justinguitar.com. He is one of the best online instructors out
there. This game would be a lot better if you could hook up a microphone so it can hear you play, letting you know how you did.
It would make the points system on this game make sense. As of now you dont have to play in order to increase points and you
could be terrible at playing and get same points as you would if you were great.
May I suggest to Musopia to make the pc version like the app version for ios. However I will not download the app to my phone
because I will not subscribe to a monthly service. This game has a lot of potential so please make it better. Just add a
microphone interface so we can interact with the game.. This game is a waste of time. This is the only game I ever returned for a
refund. It teaches you very little about the guitar. Go spend your money on Rocksmith 2014 instead.
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thankfully Steam lets you return stuff now. I tried this, played about 5 or 6 songs and every one of the was wrong. The Judas
Priest stuff that's in there isn't even remotely close. Plus you will not learn actual riffs for songs that anyone would recognize,
only a highly simplified version of the song. If you don't need acuracy and you don't care about playing a song that anyone
would actually acknowledge as the song you're playing then this game may be for you. If you actually want to play real music
that your friends will recognise maybe look at rocksmith.. can't play.lots of noise when i enter the song music.
but the menu music is ok. i dont know why.
i use mac os el capitan. So happy I stumbled on to this great app! Playing in a band I normally write and play my own songs but
sometimes if's fun to play cover songs as well. FourChords is perfect for playing popular songs with my acoustic guitar. The
songs included with the price provide a nice variety of pop and rock songs from different times. I even learned a new chord
today by using the Pro Chords option. Highly recommended if your goal is to have fun playing songs with your guitar. If you are
looking to learn detailed techniques for riffs and solos then there are better other options out there for that.. Four Chords allows
you to play along to simpler arrangements of well known tracks and is very good for learning open chord changes and
strumming patterns. The songs available are modern and fun. I have this and Rocksmith and both are useful but different.
Rocksmith will teach you to play the original arrangement in the original key and tuning and will also teach you a lead part,
rythem part, bass part but this teaches a simpler strummed arrangement in E tuning that is easier to remember and play. The
downloaded content for Fourchords is also much cheaper but is simpler (no singing for example the vocals are interpreted by a
midi instrument typically piano but the lyrics are well presented so it is straightforward to sing along if you want to practice
playing and singing at the same time...). If you have an iPad Fourchords is also available on that but it uses a different payment
model (subscription vs purchase and DLC). Also the iPad version of Fourchords will listen to an acoustic and give you feedback
on your playing (if you want) but the PC version doesn't.. I am really disappointed by this application. There is really nothing
much here. It shows you the chords to play and you can only play along. The sound quality is really bad. It sounds like a MIDI
file playing over the whorst synth ever. I expected to plug in my guitar, togeter with a microphone, via my external focusrite
USB audio interface, and some sort of digital audio workstation where I can mix everything together. None of the above is
possible here. I also tried to feed the midi data into my current DAW, so I can do some propper sound mixing and mastering. It
did not take me long to realise that even something simple as that is also not possible here. And the worst part of this is that I
actually paid for this useless peace of software.. I am a beginner and this is awesome!!!

Fun easy way to learn guitar.. If you want to spend some time practicing/memorizing basic chords this is an excellent tool.
If you want to learn to play recognizable versions of songs this is not an excellent tool.

The song selection is quite terrible unless you like pop music. The DLC is overpriced.

If that interests you, wait for a sale. Mostly worth it if you can get it for around 10 bucks just for the sake of having it dictate
chords to you as a learning challenge. What song you pick is almost irrelevant.. Recomended for those wanting to learn basic
chords and strumming patterns and just sing along.

But beware. The songs are way simplified. It's fun if you choose a nice simple acoustic guitar song. But it way over-extends
itself in trying to play any rock riffed songs. Seriously it shouldnt even try those, its pretty awful.

It's not fair to compare it to rocksmith, because they have different goals. But consider this.
If you want a very casual, fun way to learn and sing along with simplified acoustic songs then Four Chords is for you.
If you want a far more accurate, more complex, way to learn electric guitar, choose Rocksmith Remastered.
. To many dlc and dosn't really help you learn anything. aw man, its like a guitar game for 5 year olds, its basically songs played
with 4 or 5 really basic chords, no lifts etc, if you turn off the background music and listen to what you are actually playing its
utter crap.

To easy

atleast 40 of the 150 odd free songs are good, but again they are not the actual way of playing them, they are what it says in the
title, 4 chords.

Some tempo issues in game.

buy Rocksmith and look back laughing.
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